
Spinview and Q595 create the first VR 
leadership partnership.

As the world looks to mitigate climate change and limit the impact of airborne health risks, 
international business faces the challenge of how to continue to get the best out of people 
separated by geography.

It’s hard to consider a drive across town, much less boarding an international flight and, if these 
things are affecting us individually, then the impact to business is multiplied many times over.   

Barriers such as these do not stop the needs of business, they just change them - significantly.
How do we adapt to these changing circumstances? How does international business move 
beyond the need to travel?

Whilst there is no shortage of video conferencing apps or platforms and the last ten years has seen 
an explosion of different offerings, enhancing togetherness, providing the true sense of presence 
and improving user focus is still missing. None so far has managed to allow people to share more 
than their face, voice and screen. 

That is until now.

In the race to adapt to these changing circumstances, Spinview and Q595 have joined forces to 
support international organisations in finding new ways to be together, communicate together and 
train together when they can’t physically be in the same location.  

For those responsible for training, learning & development or organising international meetings, 
Spinview’s multi user Virtual Reality service, Agority combined with Q595’s expertise of running 
workshops and learning programs through VR, provides a cost-effective solution that’s also kinder 
to our people and planet.

“Let‘s turn challenges into opportunities. We have been experimenting for years with VR and 
blended learning. It works – it creates a new sense of togetherness and focus, even beyond the 
classroom.“ says Tobias Kiefer, CEO of Q595. 



Spinview’s Agority is a virtual reality space where it is possible to connect with up to 8 people 
across the world and this virtual collaboration which combines the subtlety of gesture and 
body language, brings back the sense of presence and of having shared a physical space with 
another human being - so important when coaching leadership.

Q595 provides leadership solutions to organisations in the area of Leadership Training 
Programs, Advisory Services and Coaching. Their Leadership Academy is focused on 
Leadership Effectiveness, Collaboration in Teams, Personal Impact and Sales. Q595 offers 
Leadership Coach Training and other programs as fully blended learning journeys.

The partnership between Spinview and Q595 offers a powerful proposition that video 
conferencing can’t compete with, not just for the humanity of the interaction, but also 
through the additional connection of its intuitive media and document sharing platform. 

With Spinview’s Agority platform, a Q595 facilitator is with you and it feels as present as if you 
were together in the same room.  Click here to see Agority in action.

Linda Wade, CEO said “We are excited to bring Agority to a new audience, enhancing global 
training with the subtleties of human interaction in order to transcend geography.  We are 
proud to make our technology accessible for everyone and this new partnership extends our 
ambition to fuse the real and digital worlds for a sustainable future.”

In sharing this partnership, Spinview and Q595 hope to support people around the world in 
connecting with more humility and focus, when it is needed now, more than ever.

For any questions or to arrange a virtual tour, please contact hello@spinview.io and 
info@q595.com

https://vr.spinviewglobal.com/Agority_demo/
http://spinview.io
http://q595.com

